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“If you go down to the woods today, you’re sure of a big surprise.
If you go down to the woods today, you’d better go in disguise!
For every bear that ever there was will gather there for certain,
because today’s the day the Teddy Bears have their picnic.”
(The “Teddy Bears’ Picnic” composed by John Walter Bratton with lyrics by Jimmy Kennedy.)

This familiar childhood song adds bounce to a child’s step, ignites playful memories in a parent’s mind and
provides the theme for one of Coquitlam’s most cherished yearly family events.

Each June, the City of Coquitlam encourages everyone, young and old, to grab their favourite stuffy, as ratty-eared
and single-eyed or as new and fuzzy as it may be, and bring it out to the Lower Mainland’s only large-scale Teddy
Bear Picnic.

“This event is special because the festival specifically appeals to a family crowd.   Coquitlam is a city with lots of
young families.   The Teddy Bear Picnic honours the child in everyone and celebrates the magic of being one,” says
Angela Brown, also known as the Ta-Daa Lady of the Nylon Zoo fame.   This year marked Angela’s eighth year
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performing at the picnic.

“The people make me want to come back year after year.   The families and volunteers are really friendly and
engaged.   They make myself and the other entertainers feel so welcome,” Angela continues.

The colourful day begins with a Grande Parade that starts on Burlington Drive and winds up Town Centre
Boulevard to Pinetree Way and into Town Centre Park where the picnic grounds are set up.   Teddy bears of all
shapes and sizes join their owners in fascination and to wave, as many floats and animated characters meander
by.

Families are ready for surprises and disguises when they arrive at the picnic.   Entertainment includes storytelling,
puppet shows, roving entertainers and a main stage with performers such as Tony Prophet and Marnie from Music
with Marnie.   You can even take your Teddy Bear in for a check-up at the Teddy Bear doctor.

“This is a great festival for telling stories, making memories and celebrating imagination.   Kids come back year after
year and tell me that this is the best day ever.   They love the many activities available to them and they look
forward to coming inside the Nylon Zoo’s inflatable to hear tall tales.   It is like a whole other magical world in there.
  They love dressing up in our costumes, creating their own parade and dancing with their teddy bears,” Angela
says with her characteristic twinkle.

Angela’s enthusiasm mirrors the atmosphere in the park and calls attention to the fact that Coquitlam is for certain
an inspired place to gather, especially on the days when the Teddy Bears come out to play.

Lori Sherritt-Fleming
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